
MATTHEW WHITEHOUSE- PROJECT MANAGER, BRITTON ÉLECTRIQUE
"When searching for a way to expand our prefabrication business while increasing our efficiency,
we found Manufacton. We use the Manufacton platform on most of our projects and it has
allowed us to better coordinate between our departments and deliver just in time.”

“Collaboration with Manufacton has given our prefabrication department a competitive
advantage, helping us expand our business and retain the #1 spot as industry leaders in our
province.’’

NATE KAYLOR- ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF TECH & INNOVATION, FACTORY_OS
“Manufacton data feeds Analytics Dashboards at Factory_OS, which are used to track critical
production metrics, and are referenced by nearly every department: from
Procurement,Production, to Project Management and Sales”

"With nearly 500 employees at Factory_OS, it is crucial to have a standardized platform to
coordinate the design and production of our building modules."

“This Single-Source-of-Truth solution enables visibility into complex operations, allowing us to
optimize and keep costs low so that we can deliver quality products, increasing affordable
housing options throughout California”

GEENE ALHADY- PRESIDENT, CLARK PACIFIC
"As we continue to grow and expand our product and service offerings, we needed a system that
helps us manage the entire design-manufacture-build process. Manufacton will not only help us
streamline operations but ensure manufacturing quality and consistency, furthering our
commitment to our customers to deliver the highest quality products while reducing overall risk.”

CHRISTOPHER EVANS - PRESIDENT, TIMBERLAB
“At Timberlab, we believe that the future of construction is mass timber, and we aim to simplify
and improve the mass timber production and installation process to make it easier to select the
sustainable option. We continue to partner with aligned partners, including technology providers,
to become more agile and better equipped to foster mainstream adoption of mass timber and
expand our sustainability efforts as we source and track materials from sustainably managed
forests and laminators in the Pacific Northwest region.”
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JAY NIEMAN- PRE-CONSTRUCTION DIRECTOR, COLLINS ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.
“In the prefab shop, we had a board with papers all over the place for all of the tasks. Manufacton
has completely removed that paperwork, so now we are seeing it pretty much live right on the
screen. The Manufacton integration with Power BI has made our work in the prefab shop
extremely visible to everybody.”

SHAWN GUERTIN - COO, TG GALLAGHER
"Our fabrication business has grown over the past five years and I can’t imagine trying to manage
this process without Manufacton. We see prefabrication and technology as a way to smooth out
our manpower curves and even out the ups and downs of project schedules, and we can do more
work with the same amount of people."

BRIAN LEWIS- REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE ELECTRICAL SERVICES
“As we've expanded our prefabrication operations, keeping track of all the moving pieces has
become increasingly vital. Manufacton helps tie our process together from inception to
completion, streamlining projects and aiding us in creating effective and consistent lines of
communication.”

PETE MURRAY- COO, DOMO MODULAR
“Having used Manufacton in my previous role at Skender, I knew the offsite production platform
was just what we needed at DOMO to optimize our factory’s production processes and increase
its output as we develop modular mid-rise multi-family housing to meet the increasing need."

"We needed a way to accelerate our factory production processes while maintaining exceptional
quality. The Manufacton platform provides all production and quality control data to the factory
floor and captures real-time productivity, quality, and 3D geometry scans from Faro to ensure
strict adherence to product specifications and compliance to 3rd party building inspector
checklists."
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TROY GALVIN-FORMER MANAGER OF PCL AGILE, PCL
“When you have multiple workflows where some overlap and others run parallel, communication
is a key factor in effective process management. Whether it’s communication between workflows,
or communication between project stakeholders; Manufacton helps streamline those
communication channels by making critical information easily accessible.”
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TODD MCCABE, VP PROJECT SERVICES, CONSIGLI
“We have been searching for a platform that will provide us real time access to fabrication and
delivery dates, while increasing our site supervisor’s flexibility and improving our chances for
schedule success. Manufacton has done this, while furthering collaboration and communication
between our team, subcontractors and vendors.”

BRIAN POTTER- PRESIDENT AND CEO, TG GALLAGHER
“Manufacton has enabled us to do more prefab and do it better. Prefabrication is a simple
strategy—but getting the execution right is complex. We look to Manufacton to help us manage
that complexity and to keep us one step ahead of the construction industry’s challenges.”

“We had been struggling to provide visibility into our production ‘black box’ to our project
coordinators and field superintendents. In addition to helping our shop foremen organize
production, the mobile app from Manufacton is used by our field and office teams to know exactly
what has been produced and where it is right now."
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